
Hello Dynamic District Teachers, 

This summer a Union School District committee of 

teachers and leaders determined that Classroom 

Management is a shared commitment that will 

benefit our students and help to grow every stu-

dents’ academic achievement. This issue of the 

dispatch provides a review of enforcing routines 

and procedures after the winter break. The em-

phasis of this article is about positive purposeful 

feedback for our students so that they know the 

expectations within your classroom and how to 

accomplish them. On the back our coaches, men-

tors and interventionist have provided examples 

of positive reinforcement with intentionality. 

Please let us know if we can support you within 

your school and classroom.  

————–——Research Says——————–- 

Research clearly indicates that students are much 

more likely to comply with do requests than don’t 

requests. For example, “Walk in the hallway” is 

more likely to promote compliance than, “Don’t 

run in the hallway.”  The negatively stated expec-

tation may even prompt more running. When the 

expectation is stated positively, teachers will be 

able to give feedback when they see the behav-

ior that they want and they will be able to more 

effectively correct a behavioral error.  

In order to be effective, all expectations must be 

regularly taught and reviewed within the class-

room and school.  Consistent expectations cre-

ate predictable and less stressful school environ-

ment  and allow for effective correction of behav-

ioral errors that teacher students the right way to 

behave.  

This research was gathered from Best Behavior: 

Building Positive Behavior Support in 

Schools please see your school leader 

if you would like to read more from this 

book, they each have copies.  

We look forward to hearing explicit 

positive reinforcement in your school 

and classroom.  

Thank you for taking the time to read 

this article, the collaboration and colle-

giality within Union School District is 

one way that we make Union a great 

place to learn and grow for students 

and staff.  

Melanie Block   

Academic Support Services  
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Dates Event 

January 25 

PD 

Site Day 

January 26 

 

District Spelling 

Bee 

January  

30 

District Science 

Fair  

February  

6 

AZELLA Testing 

Begins 

February  

8 

Full Day PD  

Kagan 

Important Events 

Union School District would 

like to acknowledge the teach-

ers that demonstrated 10% 

growth from BOY to MOY with-

in Tier 1 of DIBELS Next. 

Great work! 

——–——DIBELS Next———— 

Dos Rios  

Ms. Greaves 

Ms. Campbell 

Ms. Horn 

Mrs. DeRosier 

Mr. Bressler 

Dr. Cotton (5th Grade) 

Ms. Simmons 

Ms. Rankins 

Hurley Ranch  

Mrs. Davies 

Mrs. Munger 

Ms. Eddy 

Mr. Gonzalez 

Union  

Mrs. Black 

Mrs. Engquist 

Mrs. Levey 

Mrs. Coleman 

Ms. Nelson 

Ms. Gonzalez  

Reading Intervention Cycle 2  

Results:   

Exited 87 students district wide  

Grew 280/327 students = 85% 

Servicing 406 students in  

Cycle 3  



 

ELA/Math        (You may want to keep this sheet for a reference tool later)        Mentors  
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Grammar Examples of Positive Reinforcement 

“Tommy, on the grammar assignment, you successfully wrote 5 

sentences that have a subject and predicate. Writing complete sen-

tences will make your writing accurate and more interesting.”  

“Rocio, congratulations you showed mastery of today’s objective 

because you were able to write 3 sentences that show verb “walk” 

in the past, present and future.”  

Oral Conversation  Examples of Positive Reinforcement 

“Maria, your contribution was on topic and in a complete sentence, 

will you model for the class how they may sound in their conversa-

tions?”  

“Omar, you used the new vocabulary word accurately in a complete 

sentence, great job applying our new learning.”  

Writing Examples of Positive Reinforcement 

“Jose, you demonstrated leadership skills during writing time when 

you helped Alex complete his pre-write without being asked.”  

“Marisela, your introductory paragraph has a clear and well 

thought-out topic sentence. Amazing job starting your expository 

writing essay.”  

Classroom Management Examples of Positive Reinforcement 

“I can tell that table 3 is ready to learn, they have their reading 

books out with notes sheet and a pencil. Thank you table 3 great 

work!” 

“Wow Juan you are all set, your name is on your paper and your 

graphic organizer is set up for you to complete your work. Thank 

you for your hard work and attention to hear what we will do to-

day.”  

“Excellent work today class, each of you were able to put your 

work away in the bins we have set up and are ready to transition to 

math! Each table will earn a point or a positive.” 

“Students I am so impressed, as I am circulating I can see that each 

of you are answering number 4 without any mistakes. Pat yourself 

on the back and move on to number 5.”  

“Adam can you explain how you went about getting the answer that 

you wrote for paragraph 5? Class, Adam accurately paraphrased 

and cited textual evidence, let’s all hear what he has to say so we 

can check our own work.”  

“Great work ladies and gentlemen, it is evident that all of you are 

ready to walk out to specials; our line is straight, you are all quiet 

and each of you are awaiting instruction. Thank you class!” 

Math Examples of Positive Reinforcement: 

 

“You were able to compute 36 correct digits in two minutes on 

today’s math drill. That’s 4 digits more than earlier in the week — 

impressive!”  

 

“On this assignment, I can see that you successfully converted the 

original fractions to equivalent fractions before you subtracted. 

Congratulations you just showed mastery of one of our 5th grade 

math standards!”  

“Today in class, you were on task during math workshop and I saw 

how you helped Jose during your clip and cover game.”  

“Michelle, I really like what you said, can you share the explana-

tion that you gave your group during our pose the problem?”  

ELA Examples of Positive Reinforcement: 

“Excellent use of annotation during your close read of the first two 

paragraphs of today’s story.”  

“Fantastic job writing your three key details within the writing 

graphic organizer.”  

“I like how you used different colored pens while you were editing 

and revising your draft.”  

“Great job referring to the editing anchor chart as a reference 

tool.”  

“Good work supporting your ideas from evidence within the text.” 

 

Reading Examples of Positive Reinforcement 

“Sahed you were able to read 46 words per minute during fluency 

practice. That is 10 more words than last week, I can tell you have 

been practicing, keep it up.”  

“Moham today during reading groups you read with fluency. It was 

great to hear you sound like you were talking and attending to 

punctuation. Fantastic job working hard to improve your reading.”  

“Michael excellent work sounding out the syllables within the 

word. I can tell you are practicing at home. Great work!” 

“Cesar, you are accurate that un is the pre-fix for the word une-

ventful. Good work applying what we learned in vocabulary to-

day!”  

“Lilie excellent work identifying all of the suffixes within the words 

we learned today.”  

“Anthony, fantastic work with our trick words today! Excellent job 

knowing that you cannot sound them out and you have to remem-

ber them when reading within text.” 

“Dominic great work writing your sentences within the skyline and 

grass line.”  

“Table 5 excellent work identifying the main idea and supporting 

details of the story.”   


